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					The new software update  for the RANGER Neo field strength meter includes new tools and  improvements. Among them, the most important one is the Transport Stream  Recording tool.


	

	The TS recording works for all the input signals in the field meter: RF, ASI or IP.



You can work with a transport stream stored as if it was live broadcasting

This tool records  real-time transport stream received by any of its inputs: RF, ASI or IP, for  example a DTT channel. The recording is stored in an internal dedicated memory  of 1 GB size. Then, the recording can be played on the field meter as if it was  a live signal.


	

	Recording a Transport Stream in the RANGER Neo.


The recording time  depends on the bitrate of the transport stream, but by reference to a DVB-T  signal at 19.9 Mbps, it can store about six minutes of transmission.

This utility has a lot  of practical applications: the installer can leave the equipment recording  while testing the installation and later on it can check what has happened.  Another option is to record the TS and then take time to deeply analyse the  transport stream data, such as tables, alarms and bitrates. It can be also  useful for educational purposes: the teacher or installer can record a specific  signal to teach the student or client. Another use may be monitoring: to record  a transport stream and later compare it to a subsequent visit to the same  installation.


A headend equipment tool, at no additional cost

There are equipment  designed exclusively for transport stream recording and playback. Now, the RANGER Neo includes this tool within its already comprehensive  “toolbox”: LTE/4G ingress test, constellations, echoes, signal  monitoring, attenuation test, and so on. 


	

	With the TS captured you  can work as it was a live signal.

	In this example, we can see the bitrate occupied  by each one of the multiplexed services.


All these tools in  addition to its capability to measure both IPTV and RF signals and also TS-ASI,  make it the most multifunctional field strength meter in the market. By  integrating on a single meter the functionalities of several, the  telecommunications installer does not need to carry several meters during his  work as well he also avoids their expense and maintenance.


Update your field strength meter for free

Update for free your RANGER Neo analyser to this new version to enjoy this tool and to get the most out  of your equipment.

If you have not already  done so, download the NetUpdate 4 PC software from the download area at the PROMAX website. Connect your field meter to the PC and the update process will  run automatically.


Available depending on the model. Check comparison table.
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                PROMAX is a leading manufacturer of test and measurement systems, broadcast and TV signal distribution equipment. Our product lines include measuring instruments for cable TV, satellite TV, broadcast, wireless and fibre optics networks, FTTH and GPON analyzers. DVB-T modulators, IP streamers or IP converters (ASI, DVB-T) are among the company’s latest developments.
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     PROMAX TEST & MEASUREMENT, SLU © 
We are manufacturers of telecommunication instrumentation and professional electronics equipment with over 50 years of experience in this sector.


        

     	Telephone:   (+34) 931 847 700
	Email: promax@promax.es


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     Interesting links

     	Corporate information
	Where we are
	Technical assistance
	Manufacturing services
	Design and R+D services
	PROMAX History
	Museum of PROMAX equipment
	Contact PROMAX


    

   

   
   

   
   
    
     E-news

     Free subscription to PROMAX e-News. Receive in your email account the news about our products.
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